EA Johnson, Royal Radar Establishment (1965)

- Capacitive
- Single touch
Plato IV Terminal (1972)

- Infrared
- Single touch

S. Hurst, Resistive Touch Screen (1975)
C. Herot & G. Weinzapfel, MIT (1978)

- 6DOF force and torque (single touch)
  - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMkYfd0sOLM
- Touch screen mounted to screen with strain gauges


- 8×8 array of movable pins, each capable of blocking a light emitter–sensor pair when depressed
- Multitouch
M. Krueger, Videoplace (1980s)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmmxVA5xhuo

- Vision-based tracking based of multiple body (parts), objects, gestures, selection based on dwell time